Molecular characterization of the variable regions of a mouse polyreactive IgG2b antibody with rheumatoid factor activity.
The complete nucleotide sequences of heavy and light chains of a mouse polyreactive IgG2b antibody were determined. This antibody, obtained after primary immunization of BALB/c mice with human lymphoblastoid cells, possess anti-HLA-DR and anti-rheumatoid factor activities and reacts with various self and nonself antigens. The VL and VH segments were found to belong to the VK8 and VH7183 families, respectively. The VH segment shared a high percentage of sequence similarity (95%) with previously described germline genes. The VK segment had 98.9% of sequence similarity with a consensus sequence VK8 of antibodies with anti-phosphorylcholine activity. Furthermore, the framework regions 2 and 3 of the VL segment were very similar to the framework regions 2 and 3 of other antibodies known to possess rheumatoid factor activity. We postulate that during immunization, the presence of HLA-DR antigens selects precursors having configurations similar to that of the germline, and induces some somatic mutations that do not significantly affect antibody polyreactivity.